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NASA Case No. MFS-28422-1

Technical Abstract

DROP DEPLOYMENT SYSTEM FOR CRYSTAL GROWTH APPARATUS

This Invention relates to ...._ crystal growth apparatus

utiliZiNg a vapor diffusion method for growing protein crystals,

and particularly to such an apparatus wherein a ball m]xer (40,

104) is used to mix the fluids that form a drop (16) within which

crystals are grown. _ _

In the preferred embodiment, discrete vials (12 and 14), one

for precipitate solution and one for protein solution, are each

provided with a thin membrane (28) which ]s deformable to urge the

contents of the vials through ball mixer (40) and then to drop

support (64) in crystal growth chamber (J6). This def,:,_'mat_on is

achieved by pressurlz_ng a plurality of manifolds (41) a!so having

a deformable membrane (42), which membrane bears against vial

membrane (28). An opening (24) in an opposite end of the vials is

closed by a puncturable septum (26), which is r1_ptured by a hollow

n_dle (36) when manifolds (41) are pressurized, releasing the

f:!lids to mixer (40). A tube (54) connecting mixers (40) and drop

sl]pp_rts (64) is provided with a crystal s_,rage region (70),

which is capped at one end by a slide valve (74) a_.] is sea]ed at

an opposite e_d by crimping a _rowed portion (56) of tube (54).

In another embodiment of th_ _nventlon, a shaft (84) set ]n a

mounting block (94) is provided with transverse fluid deployment

p;_ssageways (86), and recovery passageways (t_) are each provided

w_th free pistons (118). Crystal growth chambers (90) are

posit_.oned in block (94) along one side of shaft (84), and a

p!urality of fluid d]spencing apparatus (102) each having a ball

mlxer (]04) are disposed along an opposite side of shaft (84). In

tl_a embodiment, pressure applied to a region (108) behind free

pistons (112) forces them forward, moving f]uld contained In

chambers (114) through ball mixers ii04) and to drop supports

(_06) via transverse passagewa_ (86). To recover the crystals,

s_ft (84) is r_ated to a_ign passageways (88) with drop _upports

(106) and su, .....Leo applied behind pistons (].18) to draw pistons

(]18) and the remai_der of the dr0p an(_ crystals therein into

recovery regions (88). Shaf[ .....(84) is then rotated to an

intermediate position to store the fluid and _cystals.

Partlcu]ar novelty of this invention lies ]n utilizing a

ball m_xer to completely mix [he precipitate an_ protein solutions

pr_or to forming the drop. Additional novelty lies Jn details of

construction of the vials, the fluld deployment system, and the

f]_]id storage system of the preferred embodiment. Still further,

J_ _s believed that details relating to construction of the



alternate embodiment are new.
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DROP DEPLOYME_eI" SYSTEM FOR CRYSTAL GROWTH APPARATUS

Origin of the Invention

The invention described herein was made by an

employee _f the Unlted States Government and may be

manufactured and used by or for the Government for

governmental purposes without the payment of any

royalties thereon or therefor.
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F_jel__d of the Invention

This invention relates generally to proteln

crystal growth devices, and more particularly to such

an apDaratus for use in a mlcrogravlty environment

whereln protein and precipitate solutions are stored

Jn separate containers and mlx_d by a ball mixer upon

deployment.
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Background of the Invention

In the past, mlcrogravlty protein crystal growth

experiments utilizing a well known vapor diffusion

method for concentrating a drop of prote_n so]utlon

within which protein crystals are grown have typically

taken place Jn an apparatus housing a number of

crystal growth experiments which are activated

s_multaneously. In one particular embodiment of such

apparatus, crystal growth chambers are each provided

with a w_cklng element dampened with a precipitate

solut{on of a concentration calculated to draw solvent

from the drop at a selected rate over a predetermlned

period of time, slowly concentrating the protein

so_utlon and allowlng h_ghly orde_'ed protein crystals

to form. The pro%eln droplet is situated at the end

of a slng]e pipette or 81de-by-slde plpettes located

near the wlck_ng element, with the pipettes each

coupled to a small syringe conta_n{ng, _n the single

pipette version, a pre-mixed solution of precipitate

and protein so]utlon. When deployed, the pre-mlxed
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solution forms a drop at the end of _he pipette. Each

pipette of the slde-by-slde version is coupled to a

separate syringe, one containing the protein solution

and the other containing a preclpltate solution, with

mixing of the solutions occurring upon deployment.

Thls mlx_ng may be achieved by repeatedly cycling the

two fluids into and out of the plpettes and syringes,

or by simply allowing the f]ulds to m_x by diffusion

after the drop _s deployed. The syringes are filled

prior to flight, and the pipettes capped to prevent

fluid loss by plugs connected to a common operating

mecl_anlsm. When the operatlng mechanism is operated,

all pipettes are uncapped simultaneously. Likewise,

plungers of the syringes are also coupled to a common

operating mechanlem so that when operated, the drops

are deployed simultaneously.

Wh_le th_s type device has been proven to work

relatively well durln O several Space Shuttle flights,

problems have occurred. Most notable among these

problems is the difficulty of achieving complete

mlxlng, especla]]y when dissimilar f]ulds are mixed.

Another problem is that the mechanism that deploys the

drops is not designed for repeated cycling, and

posslbly may fall. Addltlonally, in some instances,

the drops were )ost due to the relative instabilities

between the drops and pipettes during maneuvers in

spacA. Further, cycling of the fluids as described

introduces a_r bubbles therein, and the mechanical

action |ntroduces small but unacceptable temperature

rises in the crystal growth enclosure, which is

temperature-regulated to ZO.I degree C. Still

further, as the syrlnges are constructed of

polyeu!fone, a translucent material, the solutions are

dlfficult to load an_ evaluate, and the capping

procedure c_nnot be eva],_ated for its sealing and

compatibility before flight. Further yet, large

crystals may not be collectib]e, and marginally

collectible crystals may become damaged as they are
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drawn back Into the small openings of the pipettes, or

otherwise become "hung" on a surface between the two

pipettes.

Accordingly, it is an object of this Invention to

provide an improved crystal growth apparatus that more

efficiently mixes precipltate and prote_n solutions,

is better configured to support a drop of solution,

and can capture and protect crystals of the largest

size grown.
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_gry of the Inventlon

A crystal growth apparatus Js c_tructed wherein

a vapor diffusion method is used to control crystal

growth _n a plurality of closed growth chambers each

having a wlcklng element dampened with a precipitate

solution, and a drop support proximate each wlck_ng

element for supporting a drop of fluid in which

crystals are grown. Additionally, for each growth

chamber, a palr of fluid containers are coupled to a

mixer in turn coupled to the drop support, for mixing

fluids In the containers, after whlch the m_xed fluids

are moved to form a drop on the drop supporter. After

a predetermined period of tlme during which crystals

are grown, remalnlng portions of the drops and

crystals therein are drawn Into separate storage

regions, one for each drop, and sealed for later

study.
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Brle_____fD_es::rj_tlon o_ff t_h.eeDraw_n_8

F :j. 1 Is a vlsw, partially In section, of an

embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 2 is a sectional view taken along lines 2-2

of Flg. I.

Fig. 3 Is a cut-away vlew of a ball mlxer of the

present invention.

Fig. 4 is a sectional v_ew taken along ]_nes 4 4

of Fig. 3.

Fig. 5 _s a view, partla]_y _n section, of an
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alternate embodiment of the present Invention.

Fig. 6 is a view J]]ustrating partlcu]ar detal]s

of the alternate embodiment shown in Fig. 5.
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Description of the Preferred Embodiment

Referring %0 Flg. 1, a system 10 Is shown for

storing a precipitate solutlon and a protein solution

in separate vials 12 and 14, and for deploying these

solutions in a crystal growth cavlty 16 having a

wlcklng element 18 moistened with a precipitate

solutlon.

Vials 12 and 14, one for precipitate solution and

one for protein solution, are each constructed as

shown in Fig. I having a hollow _nterlor 20 for

storage of one of the solutlons, and a generally

rounded end 22 provided with an opening 24 centrally

located thereln. A thin septum 26 is mounted in

opening P4, and sea]ably contains the so]utlons J n

vials 12 and 14 prior to deployment. Sealing an

opposite end 26 of each of vla]s 12 and ]4, and in

contact with the solution therein, i_ a thin, flexible

diaphragm 28. _he v_als are slJdably disposed in

receptacles 30 each configured at an interior end 32

to match the rounded ends 22 of vla]s 12 and 14, with

each interior end 32 provided wlth a hollow needle 36

aligned with opening 24 of vials and 14. At an

opposite end 38 of receptacles 30 is a hollow

enclosure or man_fold 4_ provided wlth a flexible

diaphragm 42 generally in contact with the respective

vla] 12 and 14 and _ts diaphragm 28. A source of

hydraullc or pneumatic pressure 43 is in turn

connected to each of manlfo]ds 41 vla conduit 45 such

that when pressure Is provided to manifolds 41,

manifold diaphragm 42 applies pressure to the

respective vlal and its diaphragm 28, moving vials 12

and 14 in receptac!es 30 and transferring pressure to

interiors 20 of vials 12 and !4 to force the solutions

upwardly into mixers 40. Needles 36 are each connected
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vla tubes 37 and 38 to a conventional ball mixer 40,

such as the ball mixer disclosed in B!oph__ys±cai

Journal, Vo]. 24, published in 1988, pages 2-20.

In this type mixer, as shown in Vigs. 3 and 4,

the first of the fluids to be mixed Is directed

through an axial, hollow inlet opening 42 to an

asymetrlcally-shaped ball 44 spaced from sides 46 of a

mixer housing 48, and supported by means not shown.

Ball 44 is configured having a plurality of opposed

Jets 50 positioned as shown and through which a

portion of the first fluid is directed. The remaining

portion of the first f)u_d flows between ball 44 and

sides 40 adjacent ball 44. The second fluid is

introduced Into mixer 40 by a plurallty of ports 52

positioned approximately 45 degrees wlth respect to

Jets 50, and s]Ight!y upstream ball 44. As the two

fluids flow through mixer 40,the reduced-Jn-dlameter

flow path therethrough provides a venturl effect,

increasing veloclty of the fluid flow and creating

turbulence that thoroughly mlx_s the fluids they as

they flow around ba!1 44, the fluids exiting mixer 40

through exit tube 54.

Tube 54, constructed as shown in Fig. I, is

provided with a narrowed portion 56 constructed of a

flexible silicone polymer material with a sheath 58 of

thin stalnless steel or llke crlmpable material

enclrcl_ng portion 56. A cam driven wedge 60 Is

movably positioned adjacent portion 56, with wedge 60

poslt_oned to cr_mp sheath 58 when driven on a flat

side 61 by cam 62, ef@ectlng a closure of tube 54 at

narrowed portion 56. From narrowed portion 56, tube

54 continues to a drop support end 64 terminating Jn

crystal growth chamber 26, drop support end 64 having

a beveled inner region 66 which Js better adapted to

support a drop of fluld 68 than a flat-tlpped pipette

generally used in the prior art. The internal

dimensions of this drop support end portion 64 is

constructed to form a storage region 70 for grown
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crystals, such storage region extending between

narrowed port_on 56 and drop support end 64 and having

a diameter and length to accommodate the largest

crysta]s grown in drop 68. Additionally, beveled inner

region 66 provides a funneling effect to channel

crystals Into storage region 70, reducing the

probability that crystals may become "hung" at the end

of drop support 64.

Drop support ends 64 may be set flush in a rigid

support 72 (Figs. I and 2) , or as shown, ends 64 may

protrude slightly above support 72. A slldable and

Itftable valve member 74 positioned over support 72 is

operated by a cam member 76, with valve member 74

having openings 78 disposed to be selectively

poslt_oned Jn registry wlth support ends 64. Cam

member 76 Is provided with a frictional surface 77

which bears on an underside of valve member 74,

allowing it to simultaneously llft and slide valve

member 74 to cover drop support ends 64 or bring

openings 78 into reglst_y with drop support ends 64.

Valve mPmber 74 is biased against support 72 by a

plura!Ity of resilient sponge rubber springs 80, which

are configured as shown in Fig. I, with the wicks 18

also being resilient, the wicks pos_tloned in a

rectangular region between springs 80. Wicks 18 are

each provided wlth a depression or cavity 82 adjacent

drop support ends 64, depressloD_, 82 forming the

crystal growth chamber 16.

In operation, and referring to the embodiment of

Fig. I, the vlals are separately loaded with

preclp_tate and protein solutlons and placed _n their

respective receptacles 3C. After being situated in a

mlcrogravJty environment, drops 68 are deployed by

applying pressure to manlfolds 41, distending

d_aphragms 42 and forc_no v_als 12 _nd 14 to "bottom

out" in the contoured ends _ of receptacles 30. When

thls occurs, needles 36 puncture septums 26, releasing

the contents of each of vials 12 and 14 to be mixed by
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mixers 40. Continued application of pressure causes

man_fold d_aphragm 42 to bear upon and distend vial

diaphragm 28, forcing fluids Jn the vials to be forced

through m_xers 40 and exit tubes 54 to dr_p support

64 where the drops are formed. At the end of a

selected period of time wherein crystals are grown,

the drops are recovered by removing all or some of the

pressure in manifolds 41 and allowing diaphragms 42 to

relax. This draws the drops and crystals into storage

regions 70 of tubes 54, after which wedges 60 are

operated on f]at slde 61 by cams 62 to crimp sheaths

58 and permanently c]ose tubes 54 at narrowed portion

56. The slide va]ve 74 is then operated to close

storage regions 70 at drop supports 64. To recover

the crystals, the wicks and sponge springs are

removed, exposing the slide valve, _hlch is also

removed, after which the storage reglons 70 are

removed with a special extraction tool (not shown)

that cuts narrowed portion 56 at the mixer side of

cr_mped sheath 5R. At th_s point, the fluid and

crystals may be removed or the storage portions 70 of

tubes 54 may be capped and stored for later study.

An alternate embodiment of this invention is

shown in Fig. 5. Here, a TEFLON TM (or other inert

materla]) shaft 84 is closely fitted in and rotatably

mounted in a cylJndrlca] channel 92 cut, machined, or

molded in a rlgld block of material 94, thls material

selected to be compatlb]e and n_n-reactlve with f]ulds

used therein. Shaft 84 is provided with transverse

fluid d_ployment passageways 86 and separate

transverse storage and recovery passageways 88 each

having a free p_ston 118 (Fig, 6), passageways 88

posltloned normal to and offset from passageways 86.

A plura]ity of crystal growth chambers 90, each having

a drop support opening _06 as described above, are

pos_tloned in block 94 on one side of shaft 84, with a

llke plurality of fluid dispensing apparatus 102

positioned in block 94 on an opposite side of shaft
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84. Fluid dlspenslng appdratus are each constructed

as shown In F_g. 5, w_th a free piston 112 disposed to

move the fluid in containment reglons 108 through

mJ×ers 104 responslve to pressure from bore 101.

Storage and recovery passageways 88 are of a larger

bore than deployment passageways 86, also as described

above, to capture and store crystals of the largest

size grown. A thumbwheel 96 connected to one end 98

of shaft 84 allows shaft 84 to be rotated, elther

manually or by electronic means (not shown), and the

opposite end of shaft 84 is threaded and rotatably

supported in a thraaded portion I00 of channel 92 to

rotate and move shaft 84 longltudJnally, selectlvely

allgnlng growth chambers 90 with fluid deployment

passageways 86 or recovery and storage passageways 88.

Add_tlonal]y, pressure passageway 101 for

communlcatlng pressure to d_spens_ng apparatus 102,

when deployment passageways 85 are al_gned with

d_spenslng apparatus 102 and drop supports 106, is

coupled to a source of pressure or suctlon 111 via

bore 109 (solid lines) in shaft 84, while suction

passageway 105 for communicating suction to recovery

and storage passageways 88 _s couplable to source 111

v_a a bore 107, shown _n its actual posJtlon (solid

lines) and its operative posJtlon (dashed lines).

Source 111 of press_Ire or suction, for example, may be

a ma-ua]]y operated syringe, for pneumatlcally

generating the pressure or suctlon, or an automated,

regulated source of pressure or suction. The ball

m_xers _04 are mounted proximate dispensers I02, but

may be mm,_nted in shaft 84 (not shown).

In this embodiment, the solutions to be mlxed are

contained in cyl_ndrlcal or tubular contalnment

regions 108. Regions IO8 are coupled at one end 110

via conduits 113 and 115 wlth ball mixers 104, and as

stated, are provided with free pistons _!2 at the

opposlte end 114. A single opening 116 in end 114 of

regions I08 _s connectable to source of pressure 111,
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which provides energy to move pistons 112 in order to

deploy the fluids through mixer 104 to form the drop

at drop support openings 106.

For recovering the remainder of the drop and

crystals therein, the recovery and storage passageways

88 in shaft 84 are also provided with free pistons 118

(Fig. 6). Here, as one end 120 of the storage

passageways 88 are aligned with the source of suction

111, the opposite ends of passageways 88 are also

aligned with drop support openings 106. Thls allows

the remaining portion of the drop and crystals therein

to be drawn Into storage passageways 88 responsive to

suction applied to p_ston 118.

For the embodiment shown in Fig. 4, operation is

as follows. The fluids are loaded into channels 108

w_th pistons 112 behind the f]uld, and shaft 84

rotated to a pos_tlon to seal dispensing apparatus

102, this pos_t_on belng other than a posltlon of

alignment of either deployment passageways 86 or

recovery and storage passageways 88 wlth deployment

apparatus 102 and drop support openings 106. Upon

deployment, shaft 84 is rotated, br_nglng deployment

passageways 86 into registry with deployment apparatus

102 at one end and drop support openings 106 at the

other end. This action also aligns source III of

pressure via passageways 101, 109, and 103 with

dispensing apparatus 102, which pressure being

sufficient to move pistons 112 in channels 108 to

discharge the fluids through mixers 104 to form the

drops at drop support openings 106 in crystal growth

chambers 90. For recovering the remainder of the

drops and the grown crystals after the requls_te time

period has elapsed, shaft 84 is again rotated,

bringing storage regions 88 _n shaft 84 into registry

with growth chambers 90 at one end and with suction

passageways 103, 107, and 105 at the c_ppos_te end.

This suction is sufficient to draw p!s[on 118 back in

passageways 88, which in turn draws the remainder of
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the drops into storage regions 88. The shaft is then

rotated to the intermediate position, sealing storage

regions 88. To remove the crystals, the shaft Is

removed and the crystals flushed from the respective

storage regions and stored in separate vials, or

capped and stored for !ater study.

Having thus described our inventlon and the

manner of _ts use, it Is apparent that Incidental

mod_flcatlons may be made thereto that fairly fall

within the scope of the following appended claims,

wherein we claim;
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Abstract of the Disclosure

This invention relates to a crystal qrowth

apparatus (I0) generally used for growing protein

crystals wherein a vapor diffuslon method is used for

growing the crystals. In thls apparatus, a

preclp_tatlng solution and a solution contaJnlng

dissolved crystalline material are stored in separate

vials (12, 14), each havlng a resilient diaphragm (28)

across one end and an opening (24) with a puncturable

septum (26) thereacross at an opposite end. The vla]s

are placed in receptacles (30) having a manifold (41)

w_th a manifold diaphragm (42) in contact with the

vlal diaphragm at one end of the receptacle and a

hol]ow needle (36) for puncturing the septum at the

other end of the manifold. The needles of each vlal

communicate with a ball m_xer (40) that mixes the

precipitate and protein solutions and directs the

mixed solution to a drop support (64) disposed in a

crystal growth chamber (!6), the drop support being a

tube with an inner bevelled surface ({;t;) that [)rovldes

more support for the drop (68) than the tubes of the

prior art. A sealable storage region (70) intermediate

the drop support and m_xer provides _torage of the

drop (68) and the grown crystals.
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